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The Planets This Week for November 1st through November 7th, 2015
(The Planetary Energies Affecting Everyone)
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Sunday Nov 01: Note that in the US, daylight time ends at 2 am. Progress is hard with the
Moon opposite Pluto for the early morning, then the Moon sextiles Jupiter. Good feelings, and
progress in the little things in life. Invest in the small for the long haul. The Moon squares
Uranus: dog and cat fights caused by irritability can spring up. Just agree to disagree and move
on. By late afternoon Moon sextile Venus kicks in, easing the way for agreements for mutual
benefit. You get an energy boost for the evening as the Moon sextiles Mars.
Monday Nov 02: Mercury enters Scorpio. Communications get more probing and intense
through the 21st. If you're hiding something, now is when it may out. The Moon enters Leo at
8:48 am. Creative and uncensored feelings open the way for a party atmosphere for the next
two days. You can ignore it, or come out to play. Review your plans for hidden
misunderstandings and make any adjustments needed with the Moon square Mercury. The
Moon trine Saturn for the pm makes it safe to say what you feel, but avoid being a motor
mouth. Love, romance and passion are on deck for the evening as Venus conjuncts Mars!
Tuesday Nov 03: Last Quarter Moon: Remember yesterday's plan check? Do it again. The
Moon trines Uranus (peaking at 7pm). This is a great day for bounding into unexplored
territory, and you will find others are doing the same. Inventiveness and originality are favored.
Try something new!
Wednesday Nov 04: Perfectionism strikes as the Moon enters Virgo at 7:23 pm. If you
regularly pick up each stitch, you won't be tripped up over the next few days. If not, watch out
for entanglements in small print and minor details that suddenly loom larger if you overlook
them. Pay extra attention, as Mercury (ruler of Virgo) is in Scorpio this time.
Thursday Nov 05: + Moon square Saturn 'till noon: Sour grapes can be today's flavor, and if
you run into something that displeases, just drop it. Moon sextile Mercury will help things run
smoothly if you don't mess. The Moon opposite Neptune can generate emotional fogginess.

Keep tighter focus until work is over. There is a great trio of aspects for the evening: the Sun
sextiles Pluto giving you quiet self-confidence, allowing progress without interference, then the
Moon trines Pluto – a perfect time for starting things that require sustained confidence and
follow-through. These are followed by the Moon sextile the Sun, granting the space to take
things easy!
Friday Nov 06: + Mercury trines Neptune: It's easier than usual to put difficult and elusive
concepts into words and put them to work for the general benefit. If you have a dream, now you
can speak about it and people will understand. Listen to the same from others, who now have
the same opportunity to share their inner visions and unite with you. Moon conjunct Jupiter This most fruitful day has the potential to give birth to all kinds of positive ideas and feelings.
Emotions burst out into laughter or song, playfulness abounds, and there can seem like there is
no limit to what's out there for you. Take the ball and run with it now and you'll go far!
Saturday Nov 07: The Moon square Mars (exact at 1:25 am) has extra potential for accidents.
Rash moves, overblown feelings, emotional conflict, and anger can be lurking around the
corner, so today's a good day to take it easy and not push. The Moon conjunct Venus opens the
way to love and desire. The Moon enters lovely Libra at 8:15 am. The next two days are a
great time for socializing. Lively and pleasant interaction is in the air. The Moon sextile Saturn
this evening provides a stable but cool emotional environment.
NOTES: All times are Pacific Time.
Longer Term: Venus entered Virgo the 8th and stays until November 9th. Everyone is a little
too finicky, sometimes to their own detriment.
P.S: Please forward this to anyone who might be interested. Invite them to visit us at
www.AstroRobin.com
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